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Turn production schedulers
into profit optimisers

Traditional schedulers, focused on constant task juggling, are falling behind
as packaging enterprises see increasingly faster turnaround expectations and
shorter runs with more personalisation.
Here’s a look at the differences between these schedulers that we are all
familiar with, and a new breed of optimisers who are able to move your
enterprise forward by using intelligent technology to optimise your schedule,
resources and profits!
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The role... before and after
Scheduler

This person is fulfilling the traditional production
task management role. He or she is juggling
your enterprise’s continuous flow of customer
expectations, production updates, down
machines, and countless other changes. They are
always “on”, putting out fires, getting everyone
on the same page, and rarely able to look ahead
strategically.
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Optimiser

The optimiser wastes little time managing tasks.
He or she works in partnership with a technology
solution where inbuilt rules allow thousands of
pieces of information to be analysed in seconds
each time there is an update affecting production
or resources. The optimiser is more concerned
with validating suggested resolutions and working
to ensure enterprise-wide profitability.
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Evolution of the scheduler
Scheduler
The scheduler’s primary role has always been
to move jobs around and manage the schedule
board (a very important role!). Unless changes
are made to automate these movements and
allow for more impactful changes to be made,
the scheduler will remain a scheduler and the
enterprise will need to find other ways to chase
higher profitability.
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Optimiser
A scheduler who is able to take advantage of an
intelligent business and production workflow
becomes a teacher, cost crusher and improvement
igniter. Their potential is limitless and so is the
profit potential of the enterprise.
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An enterprise-wide impact
Scheduler
Any person can only work with a manageable
amount of information at any one time. The
scheduler considers a handful of items and
must work to maximise the enterprise’s busiest
and most costly work centres. Comparing job
characteristics, the current status of all production
equipment and material availability may just be
too much information to work with when making
every decision.
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Optimiser
The optimiser shines by being able to ensure the
continual analysis of thousands of production
constraints, and maximising enterprise-wide
‘global’ throughput on an ongoing basis. The
optimiser is not held back by the same human
inefficiencies as the scheduler, and the profit
potential of the enterprise can be the emphasis
rather than a handful of identified parts of the
whole.
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A more strategic focus
Scheduler
Every phone call, email, text message or knock
on the door makes the scheduler cringe. A new
requirement means a rush to make a schedule
change and a hope that the impact is minimal
elsewhere. A highly reactive focus in the moment
limits the scheduler’s impact potential.
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Optimiser
Optimisers’ communication is often more focused
on understanding the importance of, or reasons
for, schedule changes. With a proactive mindset,
optimisers can take a step back and be sure that
the overall production scheduling approach
continues to have a positive impact on strategic
KPIs.
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Sustainable and consistent decision making
Scheduler
More often than not, the scheduler is extremely
knowledgeable. He or she regularly makes
decisions based on experiences, memories
and past successes or failures. The scheduler
also understands the enterprise’s production
capabilities and is a keeper of vast amounts of
‘tribal’ knowledge.
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Optimiser
By working with an intelligent, rules-based system,
the optimiser defaults to following the enterprise’s
best practices. With a consistent approach to
problem solving and a reliance on a system that
functions on inbuilt knowledge, enterprises can
pull from a wider pool of employees as roles
change and team structures shift.
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Capacity... a result or a goal?
Scheduler
The scheduler sees enterprise capacity as a
function of the jobs on the schedule. Only so
many jobs can fit and any new jobs often get
placed in open areas. Sadly, capacity potential is
often overlooked; the enterprise’s growth may
stall as it finds difficulty keeping up with profit
expectations and the industry’s accelerated pace.
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Optimiser
In order to provide faster turnaround times and
take advantage of a growing reliance on speedy
digital production equipment, the optimiser makes
quick changes to create new production capacity.
By attacking setup times, optimisers are able to
get more work though their plants and that means
more money for the enterprise.
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Bring on the new jobs!
Scheduler

Optimiser

Every new job must be scheduled, but where does
each one go? Depending on how many other
things the scheduler is juggling, a new job may
or may not be strategically placed. Jobs are often
dropped into the schedule where they fit at the
moment and everyone hopes for the best.

In the optimiser’s world, new jobs are inserted into
the production schedule in the most profitable
spots. Able to better understand each job better,
the optimiser regularly tests ‘what-if’ scenarios and
optimises new job placements with a strong focus
on strategic sequencing.
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How to build your team of
optimisers...
1. Collect
Collect the amazing knowledge held by your best and brightest.
Organise it so that it can be reviewed and discussed, and best
practices can be agreed upon.

2. Build
Build your rules and best practices into your end-to-end business and
production workflow. By enhancing your EFI Packaging Suite with the
PrintFlow dynamic scheduling and resource optimisation component,
you will be able to work smarter and more profitably.

“We’ve been able to take the
information that our schedulers
had in their heads and use that
in a rules-based program so that
we are not constantly discussing
decisions every day. We are
allowing the software to help us
make better decisions.”
JASON SCHMEDDING, TEAM ADVISOR,
TC TRANSCONTINENTAL PACKAGING

Contact Us

3. Optimise

www.efi.com/contact-me

Your optimisers can now focus on analysing real operational
situations and data to improve rules, increase throughput, create new
capacity and lower costs.

Talk to a Specialist

Get rid of inefficient task
management and start
increasing enterprise-wide
profitability!
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0808 101 3484

Learn More
www.efi.com/Radius-suite
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EFI fuels success.
We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging, textiles, ceramic tiles, and personalised documents,
with a wide range of printers, inks, digital front ends, and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite that transforms and
streamlines the entire production process, increasing your competitiveness and boosting productivity.
Visit www.efi.com or call 0808 101 3484 (UK only) or +44 (0)1246 298000 for more information.
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